MACS3 FOR MULTIPURPOSE CARGO SHIPS
The variety of cargo types and the dynamically adjustable design of cargo
hatches of a multipurpose vessel (MPV) pose special challenges for a loading
computer.

BENEFITS AT A GLANCE

Thanks to intelligent module collaboration, the MPV-specific MACS3 loading
computer can be used to optimally load, unload and safely transport complex
containerized and non-containerized break bulk, grain, roro loads and project
cargo on board a multipurpose carrier in consideration of customizable
tween decks and hatch cover handling.
Safety: The onboard MACS3 loading computer does not just cover a wide
range of calculations related to hydrostatics, intact stability and longitudinal
strength. The high-end instrument also offers advice on loading and stowage,
ballast water distribution, ballast water exchange, damage stability and
grounding scenarios.
Certificates: MACS3 is approved by the world’s leading classification
societies. Ship crews and planners can rely on adherence of current IMO
regulations, regular updates regarding dangerous goods, ship-specific
lashing rules and the early adoption of new rules such as the IMO polar code.
Stowage: Due to the integrated mixstow module, the loading computer
facilitates the best possible utilization of the vessel. Two- and threedimensional visualizations of ships and their cargo also make it easier to

Approved by all major classification societies
for stability, intact and damage strength and
lashing calculations
Dangerous goods checks regarding the IMDG
and IMSBC code indicating potential loading
conflicts
Simulation of cargo operations: loading/
unloading sequences, operations of onboard
cranes
Two-and three-dimensional visualization of
various vessel/cargo views
Integrated containerized, non-containerized and
bulk stowage functionality
Trim optimization produced by the cargo itself
and not ballast water

optimally load them. Using the trop module for trim optimization, the planner

Service support: remote trouble shooting

is able to increase the ship’s utilization by stowing cargo instead of ballast

Compliance with the IMO polar code

water and assist to reduce fuel consumption.

FEATURES
MACS3 for MPV reflects the large range of different cargo and the special design of MPV vessels by providing various
ship-type-specific modules

BASIC
MACS3.net includes graphical tank plans of the vessel, showing current conditions of trim, heeling, stability and stress, loading
conditions and calculations saving and retrieving of loading conditions, user warning points and tank online interface to tank
automation systems.

ADD-ON MODULES
MixStow: Designing, loading and discharging all kind of general cargo
using a 3-D vessel profile, continuously taking into account several loading
condition checks. Includes a special steel coil planning tool to manage
position and weight of coils as well as necessary dunnage.
Dangerous goods for multipurpose vessels according IMDG, IMSBC code,
DOC and company specific rules, includes emergency schedules (EMS),
firefighting and safety plans as well as the Medical First Aid Guide (MFAG).
Ballastman for planning and supervising the ballast water exchange
Residual strength estimation of a damaged ship.
Mooring plans on customizable piers including vessels fairleads,
winches and mooring line types.
Grounding / ungrounding strength module calculates the effect of grounding in different situations.
Cargo securing lashes non-standardized cargo, calculation acceleration forces according CSS code using advanced calculation
method, taking into account wind pressure and sea sloshing as well as opposing forces of friction and lashing.
TROP trim optimization module to save fuel by using optimized tanks and cargo weight distribution.
Stowage module including homogeneous surface cargo by input of a stowing factor, a wide range of information such as type, weight,
port of loading/discharge, DG, import of container and non-containerized loading lists, owner, operator and hatch cover handling.

HEAVY LIFT
Crane operations simulate onboard crane operations, including
Lifting dual cargo (traverse or pickpoints)
Collision check during lifting operations
3-D view of onboard crane operations
		

Easy simulation of heavy lifting due to graphically supported
software handling

		
		

Adjust trim and heel feature to keep the vessel in the allowed
trim and heel range during crane operations means of ballast
and heeling tanks

REFERENCES
The onboard loading computer MACS3 is being used in a wide range of container vessels, multipurpose vessels, bulk carriers,
tanker vessels, offshore vessels, roro vessels and passenger vessels.
Established in 1994, the ship library includes more than 4,500 ship profiles. For the container vessel segment, MACS3 holds a
share of approximately 65%. More than 500 multipurpose vessels run their onboard cargo operations with the MPV version of
MACS3.
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